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Turbine Manufacture
This article, which discusses the
manufacture of turbines rather
than their uses, is concerned largely
with one plant. As such it gives a
description of many of the highly
specialized machine tools which are
being used to produce the flow of
turbines needed for the thousands of
Liberty ships.
The coming of the war made it
necessary for the United States to
greatly expand her merchant flee
t.
The increased production of shi
ps
caused a proportional increase in th
e
production of turbines which were
needed to operate them. This article
will deal with the methods of tur-
bine manufacture which are being
used by one • of the new plants built
to cope with expanded turbine re-
quirements.
This plant, a unit of the Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing
Co., is designed to deliver turbines
of 4000, 8500, and 9000 shaft horse-
power. All three turbine units are
of the cross-compound, impulse-
reaction type, with a two-stage im-
pulse astern turbine incorporated in
the exhaust end of the ahead low-
pressure turbine. Since only three
types of turbines are produced at
this plant, highly specialized ma-
chine tools and equipment are em-
ployed. The following paragraphs
will describe the operations on some
of these machine tools as well as
other interesting steps in the pro-
duction of marine turbines.
Of particular interest are the
helical gears which are used in the
gear reduction unit. Since the horse-
power to be transmitted is consid-
erable large gars are needed. The
high pressure turbine operates at
approximately 5400 rpm and the
low-pressure turbine at 4500 rpm,
while the propeller shafts rotate at
a speed of only 85 to 90 rpm. The
largest gear built in the plant is the
so-called "bull wheel" for a 9000
horsepower unit. It has a pitch
circle diameter of 146 inches and a
total face width of 37 inches. Each
 _ By TED BLICKWEDEL, freshman
of its helices has 693 teeth.
Steel plate is used to fabricate all
gear blanks except those used for
pinions. Each blank consists of a
hub, rim, two side-plates, and sev-
eral radial ribs which act as braces
on the inside of the side-plates and
extend from hub to rim. The radial
ribs are welded to hub and rim of
the gear blanks. During the welding
operation, the blanks are supported
on Cullen-Friestedt 14,000-pound
welding positioners.
First and second reduction gear
blanks are rough- and finish-turned
on a Fitchburg 200-inch lathe. The
finished diameter of a first reduc-
tion gear for a 4000 horsepower tur-
bine must be within plus or minus
0.001 inch of 75.525 inches. Approxi-
mately 86 hours are required for
turning, facing, grooving, and cham-
fering.
Twenty-nine gear hobbing ma-
chines have been installed to cut
the gears for these turbine drives,
and each one is set up to handle a
specific size of gear; thus, these ma-
chines can be operated almost con-
tinuously, requiring only a com-
paratively short idle period for re-
moving a finished gear and placing
an uncut gear blank in proper posi-
tion on the work-table. The gears
cut on these hobbing machines range
in size up to 146 inches in diameter.
The accuracy of their tooth thick-
ness must be within plus or minus
0.0005 inch. To insure the main-
tenance of this accuracy, the gears
are cut in air-conditioned rooms
where the temperature is constantly
maintained at 70 degrees. Once the
hobbing operation is begun on one
of these gears, it must be continued
without interruption until the teeth
are completely finished.
The cutting of two helical "bull"
gears which will be mounted on the
output shaft of a 4000 horsepower
—Cut Courtesy Westinghouse
Fie. 1—Turbine Gears are large and must be c
ut with extreme accuracy. These
two "Bull Gears" are being hobbed in an air-con
ditioned room on a double-cutter
Bobbing Machine. About 306 hours will be required




Fig. 2—Planing the joint face of a low-pressure turbine cylinder on a pit type
planer in which the tool-head and supporting cross-rail are traversed across the
stationary work.
turbine unit is shown in Fig. 1.
Each .of these gears is 104.614 inches
in diameter and has 594 teeth.
A rather unusual layout fixture is
used to check and lay out for ma-
chining, castings which will become
bases for 8500, and 9000 high-pres-
sure turbine cylinders. The casting
to be laid out is brought into posi-
tion beneath the fixture and is held
up at the proper height on jacks.
Pins are used to take "soundings" at
various points along the bottom of
the casting cavity. The amount that
the shank of a pin projects above
the surface of the fixture when the
pin is pushed down until its lower
end is in contact with the casting
indicates the amount of stock which
will have to be removed at that
point. Should the pin not make con-
tact with the casting when it is
dropped down as far as it will go,
it indicates that not enough stock is
present at that particular point to
permit machining to the desired
dimension.
At various other locations around
the edges of the upper face of the
casting where vertical surfaces are
to be machined, guide outline temp-
lets upheld by springs can be pushed
down to determine whether there
is sufficient stock to permit machin-
ing. This is determined by noting if
the edge of the intersecting surface
lies wholly outside the templet out-
line. Vertical templets at each end
of the fixture perform a similar
function in the laying out of the con-
tour of the thrust bearing end and
the coupling end of the base casting.
In use, the fixture is shifted
around in various positions in rela-
tion to the casting until all of the
"sounding pins" and guide templets
indicate that sufficient stock is avail-
able for machining. As a guide to
rough machining, the outlines of the
intersecting surfaces are then scribed
on the face and ends of the casting
with the aid of the guide templets.
To expedite the production of
turbine units as much as possible,
welding has been employed to a
greater extent than ever before in
this industry. The bearing housings,
the gear housings, and, as previous-
ly mentioned, even the gears them-
selves are fabricated from steel
plate. Each gear case is split up into
a number of subassemblies such as
thrust and coupling end bearings
and bearing supports. More men can
thus be employed at one time, since
each of these units can be fabricated
separately and then welded to-
gether.
Formerly, the entire gear housing
was built as a single assembly with
steel castings used for bearing sec-
tions and supports. It is estimated
that the new sub-assembly method
will save about one-third of the time
formerly required to fabricate a
gear case from the ground up, as a
single unit. The entire gear trans-
mission for a 9000 horsepower
marine unit weighs 161,000 pounds,
of which approximately 150,000
pounds is fabricated steel plate.
The various parts for these gear
housings are cut out of steel plate
with Oxweld oxy-acetylene flame
cuting machines. Each machine is
guided around the templet by the
operator and cuts out four pieces
at one time.
A special welding pit 60 feet long,
28 feet wide and 10 feet deep is pro-
vided for final welding operations of
large members, such as the gear case
bases. Where the work has to be
shifted from a horizontal position,
this welding pit greatly facilitates
the operation by providing a wall
against which the heavy casting can
be leaned. The need for building
some sort of rigid support, if the
work were done at floor level, is
thus removed. Another advantage of
this pit is that welding arcs are kept
out of the usual line of vision of
nearby workmen.
A considerable amount of drilling
must be done on each face of the
gear-case bases. For example, 272
holes are required in one face of a
4000 horsepower gear-case base. By
using a 14,000 pound Cullen-
Friestedt positioner as a work hold-
er, it is necessary to move the base
only twice to complete the entire
drilling operation.
Large castings and fabricated units
are planed on a Betts type planer
which is designed for traversing a
cross-rail along the work, mounted
in a fixed position in the pit. This
planer will accommodate work up
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to 30 feet long by 16 feet wide. The
planing of the joint face of a 9000
horsepower low-pressure turbine
cylinder cover is shown in Fig. 2.
High-speed steel tools are used and
a 3/1. inch cut is taken with a 1/16-
inch feed. The cutting speed is 40
feet per minute.
Thrust and coupling bearing joints
on gear housing bases and covers
are milled on an 8-inch Ingersoll
boring, drilling, and milling machine.
The blade grooves in a low-pres-
sure blade ring are being rough-
and-finish-bored in Fig. 3 on a Betts
100-inch vertical boring mill. These
rings are first rough-bored, then an-
nealed, and finally are finish-bored,
using the same work fixture for both
roughing and finishing operations.
The tolerance in the width of each
groove is plus or minus 0.001 inch.
The joint faces of high-pressure
cylinder blade rings are ground on
a Hanchett 36-inch face grinder. A
work-holding fixture is used to per-
mit rapid loading and unloading,
and to insure that every part will be
ground exactly the same. Just be-
fore this operation, the piece is
rough-milled and is then given a
stress-relief anneal.
This method of machining the
joint greatly reduces the amount of
filing and scraping needed to obtain
a fit which will be steam tight.
Previously, a planing operation was
employed, and 0.003 to 0.004 inch of
stock was left to be filed and scraped
off. By changing to a grinding oper-
ation, the allowance for finishing
was cut down to 0.001 inch.
In the blade shop, one unusual
operation is the profile-milling of
blade sections on a Fitchburg milling
machine. The stock is in the form of
rolled stainless steel shapes, 36 to
48 inches long. Because the climb-
cut milling principle is employed, it
is not necessary to use hold-down
clamps on the work-fixture. For the
profile-milling of the inlet and con-
cave sides of the stock, the work is
loaded into a depression which ex-
tends the length of the fixture at the
front. A key at the end of the fixture
is swung over into a slot previously
milled on one end of the turbine
blade stock to prevent endwise
movement during the milling opera-
tion. A clamp at the end of the fix-
ture pulls the bar of stock down in-
to its seat in the fixture and against
the key.
Interlocking form cuters are used ,
in milling the inlet and concave
sides in one operation to a profile
tolerance of 0.001 inch. After this
contour milling on the inlet and
concave sides, the work-piece is re-
loaded in a second position at the
rear of the fixture for milling the
flat outlet side with a slab cutter.
On the outlet side, 0.005 inch of
(Continued on Page 16)
—Cut Courtesy Westinghouse
Fig. 3--Finish-boring blade grooves in a law-pressure blade ring on a 100-inch vertical boring mill.
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High-Octane Fuel
High-octane fuel is an important
weapon of war, and there is a
possibility that it has won the war
for the Allies if one considers the
victory in this war to be hinged on
the battle of Britain. The tradition-
ally unlucky number of 13 proved
to be the Germans' downfall. The
RAF in the battle of Britain had
100-octane fuel available, while the
Nazis fought with 87. The higher
speed, extra rate of climb, and the
greater maneuverability that the
British were able to force from their
planes through the use of 100-
octane gasoline has been considered
as being one of the greatest factors
in bringing about the final defeat of
the Nazis.
Some of the preceding statements
may appear to be fantastic specula-
tions, but consider the advantages a
plane using 100-octane gasoline has
over one using gasoline having an
octane number of 87. It can fly one-
fourth farther on a given amount of
gasoline or carry 5000 pounds more
bombs a distance of 100 miles. Even
more important is that the use of
War time developments have made
us accutely aware of the importance
of high-octane fuel. This article
present the story behind the develop-
ment of high-octane anti-knock fuels
and shows why they are of much
more value than "ordinary" gaso-
line. In his discussion of catalytic
cracking, Mr. Logsdon has presented
the three major processes in use to-
day, the Houdry, the Thermofor,
and the Fluid catalyst system.
 By ROBERT LOGSDON, jr., ch.e.
100-octane fuel enables designers to
add more armor, increase super-
raisecharging, and compression
ratios.
What physical and chemical prop-
erties make high-octane gasoline
such a valuable fuel? First are its
antiknock qualities, which are so
essential in all aviation fuel. A
knocking aircraft engine usually de-
stroys itself in a short time. The
knocking of an engine is actually the
vibration of the cylinder structure.
When part of the fuel in a cylinder
begins to burn, the resulting com-
bustion gases compress the un-
burned fuel. This increases the tem-
perature considerably, and when
both temperature and pressure in-
crease to a certain critical point, the
—Photo Courtesy Standard Oil of New Jersey
—Cut Courtesy Westinghouse
Alkylates, made in plants like this one of the Standard Oil Company of 
New
Jersey at Baton Rouge, Louisiana, have provided 
most of the blending agents for
aviation gasoline. Alkylate is a mixture of i
so-octanes, which in performance is the
"gold standard" of the octane scale.
unburned fuel no longer burns
progressively but explosively, and
detonation takes place. The use of
high-octane fuels eliminates detona-
tion and increases efficiency.
The Octane Number
One way of telling whether or not
a fuel will knock in internal-com-
bustion engines is to find its octane
number, which is a measure of
whether the fuel will detonate. The
octane number is important because
it is usually the limiting factor in the
amount of horsepower an engine can
develope. Although a higher octane
number does not mean greater heat
or energy content, it means more
horsepower per pound of engine and
more work per pound of fuel.
The octane number of a fuel is
found by comparison of its per-
formances with different mixtures of
normal heptane and iso-octane in an
internal combustion engine. A num-
ber of different mixtures of iso-
octane and normal heptane are test-
ed until one is found that gives the
same degree of knocking as the gaso-
line tested. Iso-octane and normal
heptane are used because iso-octane
has superior antiknock qualities and
normal heptane has notorious knock-
ing qualities. Normal heptane is
given an octane rating of zero and
iso-octane as octane rating of 100. A
gasoline having as octane rating of
75, therefore, is equivalent in knock-
ing characteristics to a hydrocarbon
mixture containing 75 percent iso-
octane and 25 percent normal hep-
tane. The development of fuels with
octane ratings of over 100 has
antiquated the present scale.
Discovery of Ethyl
During World War I it was found
that some aviation gasolines had
greater tendency to knock than
others. When engineers and chemists
set out to develope fuels which
eliminated part of the knocking or
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--Photo CoUrtesy Standard Oil of New Jersey
—Cut Courtesy Westinghouse
Catalytic cracking unit framed in the
bend of expansion joint.
detonation, they found that by add-
ing small amounts of certain sub-
stances the tendency of gasoline to
knock decreased. Iodine was tried
for this purpose despite its corrosive
action. Tretraethyl lead, discovered
by the late Thomas Midgley, Jr., was
the first commercially successful
antiknock blending agent. It is usu-
ally called Ethyl or just plain lead.
It has been found that one mole-
cule of lead for every 200,000 mole-
cules of fuel decreases detonation
considerably. 2 or 3 milliliters of
lead in a gallon of gasoline raise the
knock rating several octane num-
bers. It must be emphasized, how-
ever, that it improves only the knock
rating of the gasoline and does not
increase the energy of the fuel.
Manufacture of Gasoline
Only a relatively small portion of
the total hydrocarbons found in
crude oil are gasoline hydrocarbons.
These gasoline hydrocarbons are of
medium densities and have boiling
points between 100 and 400° F. To
obtain these hydrocarbons from
crude oil it is heated in a still, and
the gasoline comes off at the correct
temperature and pressure. The
heavier hydrocarbons that are left
are usually kerosenes, fuel oil, and
others. This method of obtaining
gasoline is called simple distillation,
and the product is straight run
gasoline.
This gasoline usually has an oc-
tane number be-
tween 40 and 60
with octane rat-
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oil, it became ap-
parent that a high-
er yield of gaso-
line would have
to be obtained
from crude oil in order to prevent
waste of our petroleum reserves.
Refineries found that by heating
certain petroleum fractions to 850 to
1200° F. at around 1000 pounds
pressure, some of the heavier hydro-
carbons are "cracked" into ones in
the gasoline range. By this method
of thermal cracking 45 barrels of
gasoline are obtained from 100 bar-
rels of crude oil. These cracked
gasolines have higher anti-knock
values than straight run gasoline.
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avaiation fuels, however, because of
poor oxygen stability.
Catalytic Cracking
By introduction of a catalyst in
the cracking process better control
of the cracking reaction is possible.
This produces a larger yield of high-
er octane gasoline and has been in
wide use since 1938. This process of
catalytic cracking not only produces
gasoline of higher antiknock ratings
than those obtainable by thermal
cracking but also produces large
quantities of valuable by-products.
These products, which include iso-
butane and butylene gases, are used
in the manufacture of alkylate which
is used as an aviation blending agent.
Three general types of catalytic
cracking plants are in use today. The
Houdry process, which has been in
use since 1936, uses a stationary
catalyst bed. The Thermofor and
fluid catalyst processes, both of
which were developed in 1942, use
continuously circulated catalysts. A
great number of catalysts may be
used. The accumulation of carbon
on the catalyst decreases its activity,
and these satalysts must be revital-
ized. Gasoline produced by catalytic
cracking produces fuel of 78 to 82
octane rating.
The Use of Blending Agents
Catalytically cracked base stocks
have made possible the production
of large amounts of high octane fuels
while new blending agents have im-
proved its quality. For blending of
aviation fuels of 95 to 100 and higher
octane ratings, it was necessary to
improve the quality of the old blend-
ing agents. Of course, iso-octane
would be the logical blending agent
to use, but it is too expensive and
has too narrow a boiling range.
There are some products which
have high octane ratings similar to
that of iso-octane, which are rela-
tively inexpensive to produce, and
have wide boiling ranges that may
be used as blending agents. Two of
these are alkylate and codimer. The
first method of producing these
blending agents industrially was by
polymerization, which is the process
of combining a number of light mole-
cules into larger ones. A good ex-
ample of this is the uniting of two
molecules of isobutylene gas to form
one molecule of di-isobutylene,
which is a colorless liquid. By hydro-
genation of the unsaturated di-iso-
butylene, iso-octane is formed. The
above reactions take place in pres-
ence of a catalyst.
Alkylate, most important of the
—Photo Courtesy Standard Oil of New Jersey
—Cut Courtesy Westinghouse
The amount of gasoline available from a given amount of crude oil has been
tripled by various cracking processes, in which heavy hydrocarbon molecules are
broken up and reformed into lighter ones within the gasoline range.
—Cut Courtesy Westinghouse
Isobutane, butane, and alkylate come
from towers like this for high-octane
gasoline blending agents and for synthe-
tic rubber.
blending agents used in aviation
gasoline, is manufactured in a single
stage process developed in 1938.
This process of alkylation consists
of bubbling butylene and isobutane
through a sulfuric or hydrofluoric
acid catalysts. The alkylate product
has an octane rating of 90, and the
cost of production is lower than by
the polymerization-hydrogenation
process.
Other new blending agents in-
clude cumene, toluene, triptane, and
others. Cumene is produced from
benzol and petroleum gases but
cannot be used as a fuel despite the
fact that it has an octane rating of
over 100. Toluene also has an high-
octane rating, but at the present
time a large percentage of the tol-
uene produced is going into explo-
sives. Triptane, which is made by
combining refinery gases, is a super-
(Continued on Page 24)
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Bromine From Sea Water
In this article Mr. Bannister dis-
cusses the production of bromine
from sea water. While this develop-
ment is not especially recent, it was
an outstanding chemical achievement
and is of utmost importance today
because of the use of ethylene di-
bromide in producing high-octane
gasoline.
Between 1924 and 1931 the con-
sumption of bromine in the United
States increased by 450 . This re-
markable increase was due largely
to the demand for ethylene dibro-
mide, which was being used in con-
junction with tetra-ethyl lead in the
production of anti-knock gasoline
for America's rapidly expanding
automobile industry. In the face of
this growing demand, it became ap-
parent that the ordinary bromine
sources soon would become inade-
quate. The chemists
and engineers of the
Dow Chemical Com-
pany and the Ethyl
Gasoline Corpora-
tion, therefore, set
about to develope a
new process which





that the only remain-
ing large-scale source
pf bromine was the
sea, although it con-





ed that this extrac-
tion could be brought
about by the addi-






 By ROBERT BANNISTER, freshman
was rejected for commercial pur-
poses, however, because of the high
cost of aniline and the relatively
large amounts of sulfuric acid and
chlorine needed.
Many different methods of re-
moving bromine from dilute solu-
tions of bromide were tried experi-
mentally in the laboratory. These
included precipitation, vaporization,
and extraction by absorption and
adsorption. One original suggestion
(by the late Dr. Herbert H. Dow)
involved the piping of sea water
from the Pacific to a desert in the
Southwest, where the water would
form an artificial lake and would be
concentrated by evaporation in the
desert sun to a point where com-
mercial extraction was possible. This
method, however, involved prohibi-
tive expenditure.
Finally it was decided that the
most practical method consisted of a
modification of the process then be-
ing used for the extraction of bro-
mine from natural brines. The es-
sential features of this process were:
(a) oxidizing a natural bromide-
containing brine with chlorine to
liberate the bromine, (b) blowing
the free bromine out of solution with
air, and finally (c) absorbing the
bromine from the air with an alkali
carbonate solution from which the
bromine could be recovered in a
commercially useful form.
The natural brines exploited by
this process contained approximately
1300 p. p. m. of bromine, and the
—Photo Courtesy Dow Chem.
Just beyond the flume in the foreground are tanks of soda ash solution which is pumped through
the pipes rising along the wall to the top of the absorption towers. From these it is sprayed to pick
up the bromine from the stream of air going through the towers.
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process had been developed to a
point where 95% of this content
could be extracted. However, sea
water contains only about 65-70 p.
p. m. of bromide, or about the same
amount that was thrown away in
the old process. Before this small
percentage of bromine could be ex-
tracted commercially, researchers
had to overcome several problems.
They soon realized that acid would
have to be added to the sea water,
which is slightly alkaline (pH of
7.2) . Otherwise, neutralization would
take place at the expense of liber-
ated bromine, with the correspond-
ing formation of oxidized bromine
products from which the relibera-
tion of bromine would be rather
difficult.
Research showed that the best
yields of bromine are obtained at a
pH of about 3.5 or below. In the
commercial application this acidity
was obtained by the addition of ap-
proximately 0.27 lb. of 96A H.SO4
per ton of sea water.
Other research work established
the fact that air, blown counter-
currently through a 70 parts per
million bromine solution, would re-
move sufficient bromine to bring the
concentration to only about 5 parts
per million. It was also found that
soda ash solution would effectively
absorb the very low concentration of
bromine from the air.
Locating The Plant
The selection of a site for the
bromine-extraction plant presented
a unique problem. The first require-
-Photo Courtesy Dow Chem.
View of a portion of the Ethyl-Dow installation at Willmington. North Carolina. In the foreground is the bromine extraction
plant. In the background is the ethylene dibromide plant with offices beyond to the left.
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ment was a location affording sea
water with a maximum concentra-
tion of bromide, and therefore no
dilution from nearby fresh water
streams. For the same reason, it was
necessary to have a means of 
posing of the treated water without
diluting the intake water. It was
also necessary that the intake water
contain a minimum of sewage, in-
dustrial wastes, and other organic
matter, since these are capable of
absorbing chlorine. Of course, the
usual factors of transportation, labor
supply, •and •power source came in
for consideration.
After a thorough analysis of many
localities, it was decided that the
requirements were best satisfied by
the long, narrow promontory of land
in North Carolina at the mouth of
the Cape Fear River. This strip of
land separates the ocean from the
river, so that any waste fluids
dumped into the river would be
carried southward into the ocean by
the current, leaving the water on
the northern side free from dilution.
A large tract of land was purchased
on the southern end of this penin-
sula, and a pilot plant was con-
structed there in 1931. This plant
extracted 500 pounds of bromine per
day for six months, during which
tiII e the process was perfected.
The work on the new plant was
begun on July 27, 1933, and produc-
tion began on Jan. 10, 1934. The
plant was constructed on the side of
the peninsula nearest the Cape Fear
River, in order that the finished
products could be shipped by boat
to Wilmington, 20 miles upstream.
Details of Plant Operation
The intake channel through which
the raw sea water flows has a depth
of nine feet below low tide level.
The channel leads to a settling basin,
from which the water is passed
through a Link-Belt traveling screen
to remove floating sticks and foreign
matter. It is then pumped by two
30-inch centrifugal pumps through a
steel pipe, over a concrete dam, and
into a canal. The canal is about 6
feet deep and extends 4000 feet
across the peninsula to the plant, the
water losing about 3 inches in head
over this distance. 
d
During summer
the water is shunte through a pond
of 900,000 sq. ft. exposed surface,
since the warming of the water by
the sun adds to the efficiency of the
process.
From the canal the water flows
into a horizontal, semi-circular steel
flume which is carried on steel sup-
ports so that it is at the same level
as the canal. This flume is 10 feet
in diameter, and runs between two
identical units which perform the
actual extraction of the bromine.
After the leaves and debris have
been filtered out, the water is forced
to the top of the units by pumps.
In orI-
r. the sea water has to be
pumped, the original ground on
whicLS these structures are located
was excavated to a depth of 9 feet.
Each of the bromine extraction
units consists of a blowing-out tower,
in which the bromine is removed by
a current of air, and an adjacent
absorption tower, in which bromine
is removed from the air by soda ash
solution. The towers are built of
brick and have concrete floors and
foundations which have an area of
197x84
•In each unit sea water is pumped
to the top of the blowing-out tower
through a vertical 42-inch rubber-
lined pipe, into which 10(A sulfuric
acid solution and chlorine are pro-
gressively introduced through rub-
ber-lined pipes. The reaction in-
volved
C12 2NaBr = 2NaC1 Br.,
The sulfuric acid is diluted from the
concentrated form to the desired
strength at the plant in rubber-
lined tanks before being added to
the sea water. The chlorine is de-
livered to the sea water in the gas-
eous state. The1iiiiialves in the sulfuric
acid and chlorine lines are regulated
in the nearby control laboratory,
where meters continuously record
data on the progress of the reactions.
At the top of the blowing-out
tower the sea water passes through
a series of distributor boxes and
pipes so that it eventually is divided
up into about 3200 small streams.
These streams flow down through
R
wood-packed chambers par-
timed off inside the tower. At the
same time streams of air are sucked
up through the chambers counter-
current to the water, blowing out
the liberated bromine. The water
then passes out of the bothcan of the
tower through exit flumes to the
river, finally emerging in the ocean
about 12 miles south of the intake.
The bromine-containing air is then
sucked through the adjacent absorp-
tion tower by three fans mounted
I' n a concrete platform at the end
of the unit. Inside this absorption
tower the air passes successively
through nine chambers connected in
series. From the top of each cham-
ber 36 nozzles continuously spray
soda ash solution pumped from a
tank at the base of the chamber.
This spray effectually removes the
bromine from the air, forming a
sodium bromide-sodium bromate
solution which flows back into the




At intervals the tank nearest the
blowing-out tower, which contains
the most concentrated bromide-
bromate solution, is pumped out.
The charges of the other tanks are
then pumped forward, in turn, to the
tank next nearest the blowing-out
tower, and the tank farthest from the
blowing-out tower is charged with
fresh soda ash solution.
The final step consists in the
manufacture of ethylene dibromide.
The sodium bromide-sodium bro-
mate solution is treated with sul-
furic acid to liberate the bromine.
The free bromine vapors are then
steamed out of the acidified solution
and condensed into pure liquid
bromine. The bromine is then used
to brominate ethylene gas according
to the standard method. The ethy-
lene gas is produced at the plant by
'passing ethyl alcohol vapor over
heated kaolin catalyst.




The theory of magnetic current—
which if true would revolutionize
centry-old concepts of electricity—
was refuted by a Pittsburgh scientist
who claimed that rigidly-controlled
experiments had proved that mag-
netism does not flow in the same
manner as electric current.
Dr. Jacob E. Goldman, of the
Westinghouse Research Labora-
tories, speaking before the Ameri-
can Physical Society, recently said
that experiments conducted along
the exact lines of those of Professor
Felix Ehrenhart, Viennese physicist
and leading proponent of magnetic
current, had produced conclusive,
negative results.
The age-old theory, held by nearly
all scientists, is that magnetism has
force and power, but no movement
—unlike electric current in which
electrons flow along a copper wire.
Professor Ehrenhaft's theory that
  Edited by KEITH surroN, freshman
magnetic current can be generated
by a permanent magnet, if proved
correct, would mean the establish-
ment of an entirely new source of
power and would necessitate a com-
plete revamping of currently-held
theories in physics.
Dr. Goldman addressed the meet-
ing at the conclusion of a talk given
by Professor Ehrenhaft who out-
lined the experiments which led him
to believe in the existence of mag-
netic current.
The Westinghouse physicist de-
scribed to the meeting a series of
four experiments on which his con-
clusions to the negative were based.
In the first, Dr. Goldman said, he
placed a solution of sulfuric acid
in a glass tube between the poles of
a horseshoe-shaped permanent mag-
net. The iron surface of the poles
was covered with paraffin in order
to prevent a chemical reaction be-
tween the iron and the water, which
would result in the liberation of
—l'hoto Courtesy North Amer:can Philips
Exclusive, new Norelco X-Ray Spectrometer uses direct-read-
ilia- method for X-ray diffraction work. Unit is latest addition
to line of X-ray- analytical equipment made by North American
Philips Company, Inc.
hydrogen.
"In this experiment, bubbles soon
appeared in the solution," Dr. Gold-
man reported. "If these bubbles
were the result of liberated oxygen;
caused by a magnetic current pass-
ing through the water, then it would
seem that there was a movement or
flow of current from one pole of the
magnet to the other. But since the
magnet did not lose any of its
strength, we concluded that these
bubbles were caused by dissolved
air and oxygen in the solution."
In the experiments conducted by
Dr. Ehrenhaft, the Viennese scien-
tist said the permanent magnet lost
15 per cent of its strength while in
a similar acid solution, thus leading
the physicist to conclude that actual
magnetic particles had flowed from
the poles into the solution.
• 
To test his first conclusion, Dr.
Goldman continued, a second experi-
ment was made. The acid solution
was boiled to drive off the dissolved
air and oxygen. Then the paraffin-
coated poles of the magnet were
again immersed in the solution.
This time no bubbles appeared, Dr.
Goldman said, supporting the con-
clusion that no magnetic current
had passed between the poles of the
magnet, and that the bubbles had
been caused by the action of dis-
solved air and oxygen.
"In the third experi•ment," he re-
ported, "the paraffin coating was
removed and the 
oug 
iron surface of the
magnet poles brht into direct
contact with the acid solution.
"Here there were violent bubbles
caused by the liberation of hydrogen
as a result of the chemical reaction
between the iron and the acid solu-
tion. But the magnet still retained
its original strength, indicating that
no magnetic current was being
drawn off from the poles."
As a final check, Dr. Goldman
said, the entire pole structure was
covered with paraffin, except the
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pole faces which were left bare, and
then immersed in sulfuric acid of a
much higher concentration. It was
allowed to remain in solution for
many hours.
"The liberation of hydrogen
caused violent bubbling," Dr. Gold-
man explained, "but at the conclu-
sion of the experiment the strength
of the magnet was the same as at
the beginning. This result, combined
with the findings from the previous
three experiments, led us to con-
clude that there was no flow of mag-
netic particles between the poles and
that the hypothesis of magnetic cur-




Exhibited at the National Metal
Congress in Cleveland for the first
time, a new Geiger-counter X-ray
Spectrometer has been announced
by the North American Philips Com-
pany, Inc., New York. This unit,
only one of its kind, is the latest ad-
dition to the Norelco line of indus-
trial X-ray equipment.
The new Norelco spectrometer
provides an extremely accurate
method for measuring distribution
and intensities of X-ray reflections.
For certain applications, it has some
advantage over conventional diffrac-
tion procedure which entails expo-
sure and development of film be-
sides measurements and computa-
tions. The spectrometer provides a
rapid method for directly determin-
ing location and intensity of diffract-
ed rays.
A scanning device, having a
Geiger counter tube arranged to
traverse a graduated quadrant, is
used in combination with suitable
scaling circuits. The intensity meas-
urements are quantitatively accurate
and can therefore be used to de-
termine composition of crystalline
mixtures. Quantitative analyses of
mixtures can be obtained in a matter
of minutes.
In actual operation, the specimen
inserted in the specimen holder in-
tercepts the X-ray beam and de-
flects portions of it at various fixed
angles. When the Geiger counter
tube is moved around its quadrant
it measures angular displacement
and intensity of the deflected beams.
A d.c. microampere meter reads in-
tensity—the quadrant, marked in
degrees, shows diffraction angles. A
stepping counter, employed in con-
junction with a specially developed
scaling circuit, provides a means for
exacting quantitative determination
of intensity.
X-ray diffraction analysis has al-
most unlimited fields of application
in chemical and metallurgical indus-
try. The new spectrometer is spe-
cially designed for accurate, rapid
analyses. It is adaptable for use by
unskilled operators in routine pro-
cess control as well as in the re-
search laboratory. To mention just
a few applications:
Paint pigments—quickly analyzed
for relative amounts of different
crystal forms. An analysis of titan-
ium dioxide white pigment for rutile
modifications can be completed in
less than ten minutes, specimen time
included, with an error of 1 per cent.
Boiler Scale—only means if iden-
tifying many silicate and phosphate
scales, determines nature of chem-
ical reactions between scale prod-
ucts.
Engine wear and lubrication—
identifies deposits on filters, valves,
bearings, etc.
Power for the spectrometer is
taken from any convenient 115 volt,
60 cycle a.c. outlet. The overall
dimensions are 30"x44"x44".
New Photographic Technique
Makes Visible the Invisible
Photographic technique so sensi-
tive it could presumably take a pic-
ture of a ghost, if there are such
things, has been developed by two
General Electric engineers, Norman
F. Barnes and S. Lawrence Bell-
inger, the company has announced.
This amazing process, recorded by
means of a flashlight with an ex-
posure of less than one-millionth of
a second, photographs things which
are invisible, such as taking the
@
finest details of air disturbances even
to the extent of making an image of
a heat wave rising from the palm
of one's hand.
At present, the development is be-
(Continued on Page 20)
—Photo Courtesy North Anter.can Philips
Close-up view of new Norelco X-Ray Spectrometer showing instruments for
measuring intensity and for timing. Note quadrant, graduated in degrees, for reading
angular displacement of deflected X-ray beams.
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"MADE IN AMERICA" IN THREE
Man's Mightiest IN
How Allis-Chalmers engineering and
equipment helped U. S. Industry solve
the biggest production problem of all
time...3 important A-C developments
that greatly speeded the job!
1 A-C GAS TURBINES in U. S. oil refineries helped mass• produce super aviation fuel for Uncle Sam's fightingplanes. Called "first really new kind of power plant in
50 years," gas turbines are already predicted for locomotives,
ships, many other post-war machines.
•
2 MULTIPLE V-BELTS,.k invented by Allis-w Chalmers,drive75%
of all U. S. machines turning
out weapons of war. Since
1941, thousands of guns, tanks
and planes have been pro-




AIDS ALL INDUSTRY FURTHERS
AMERICAN GOOD LIVING"
OVER 1600 PRODUCTS
3 A-C MERCURY ARC RECTIFIERS
were important factors in break-
ing the aluminum bottleneckc
after Pearl Harbor. They provided a
cheap, fast way to convert alternating to
direct current for mass production of
aluminum and magnesium for war planes.
Helped build the air armadas that blast






NEXT STOPS Manila—Singapore —Tokyo—for America's WarMachine! You'd never recognize the war fledgling of 1941!
Back of our rapid military growth, stands U.S.A.'s unique
ability to produce almost anything faster than any other nation.
To this ability, Allis-Chalmers has made many important contri-
butions that help speed war output in almost every branch of in-
dustry. In post-war plans, call on this vast industrial experience to





New "Streambarker" for Paper and
Pulp Mills. First hydraulic barker ever
designed for standardized production,
Allis-Chalmers' new Streambarker not
only eliminates hand cleaning of pulp-
wood logs but saves man-hours and money
for mill operators by completely elimi-
nating pulp loss from "broomed" log end.
Secret is water under 650 pounds pres-
sure which removes bark as logs are re-
volved and propelled through the Stream-
barker. It handles logs 4 to 8 feet long,
4 to 10 inches in diameter. Write for
Bulletin B-6341.
Hunting Defects is His Business! The
man above is giving A-C motor shafts
the "eagle eye." It's true he doesn't find
many defects. But none that are there get
by him!
Careful inspection of all parts is one
more reason why you can depend on
Allis-Chalmers motors for long-life per-
formance!
New 80,000 kw Giant Bids for Record
So satisfactory was the first Allis-Chalmers
80,000 kw steam turbine generator in-
stalled at Port Washington, Wis., that
the power plant became known as the
"World's Most Efficient."
Today, Port Washington has a "sister"
A-C turbine of same kw which promises
to exceed even the original in performance
due to modifications in design which in-
crease capacity and reheat temperatures.
By shipping sub-assemblies direct to the
sites for field erection, commercial oper-
ation of this turbine was possible 60 to
90 days ahead of normal.
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Will.
FOR VICTORY
Buy United States War Bonds
TUNE IN THE BOSTON
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA




The 'Rose Poly Debate Club held
its first debate of the season with
Indiana State on the night of Wed-
nesday, December 13, 1944. Those
who debated for Rose were Charles
Stringfellow, Joe Durra, Fred
Maienschein, and Jack Ice. The
question under discussion was: Re-
solved: The Federal Government
Should Enact Legislation Requiring
Compulsory Arbitration of All Labor
Disputes when Other Methods Have
Failed, Constitutionality Conceded.
It was a non-decision debate. The
club has also been holding a number
of practice debates at their weekly
meetings.
Camera Club
At the recent meeting of the Rose
TURBIN E MANUFACTURE
(Continued from Page 5)
stock is allowed for finishing by
grinding.
Once loaded, the machine con-
tinues through its work cycle auto-
matically, so that the operator has
time to cut the stock which has
passed through these two operations
to 71/8-inch lengths on another
machine.
The concave face of the cut blade
stock is then finished on another
machine and both sides are ground
to within 0.001 inch tolerance. The
next operation is performed on a
20 -ton, 90-inch-stroke, single-ram,
Lapointe broaching machine. Seven
surfaces on each side of the stainless
steel blade base, as well as the end
of the base, are broached by this
machine in one operation.
Previous to the adoption of the
broaching method of cutting the
blade bases, five milling operations
were required. It is of interest to
note that one dimension of the blade
base must be held within a tolerance






The club has been very active
this year although membership is
very low. The members have been
taking pictures of the school activi-
ties and working on future Technic
covers.
Radio Club
The Rose Tech Radio Club held
its first meeting of the season on
Friday, December 8th, 1944. At this




of plus 0.001 inch and minus 0.000
inch. The other dimensions must be
within minus 0.002 inch and plus
0.000 inch.
After locking grooves have been
broached in the shank or base ends,
the rotating reaction blades and all
impulse blades, both stationary and
rotating, are sent to a Cincinnati
milling machine for milling the ports
on the convex side. The turbine
blades are mounted on a drum 
ture and their contours are generat-
ed as the fixture is revolved past
interlocking cutters.
The fixture has six stations and
holds two work-pieces at each sta-
tion. As the drum revolves, it is
automatically moved back and forth
along the stationary machine table
through the action of a star-shaped
cam-plate on each end of the drum.
These cam-plates are held in contact
with two rollers on the cutter-arbor
by means of air cylinders. Thus, as
the fixture revolves, the cams cause
the work to be carried back and




Board Members: Jack Ice, Ted
Blickwedel.
At this meeting it was decided to
start code classes for the students.
These classes are open to all stu-
dents interested. The clsses were
started December 13th and are held
fS ur days a week.
Glee Club
The Rose Poly Glee Club has been
holding weekly rehearsals at the
First Baptist Church on Thursday
evenings at 8: 00 o'clock. Mr. Taf-
linger -I  been directing the S.
Mrs. Bennett has been the pianist.
The boys have shown much interest
aI d a good turnout has been had
every week.
proper contour. A separate motor
located at the rear of the machine
is used to rotate the drum work-
holding fixture. The machine table
itself remains fixed throughout all
operations.
In some types of blades, the ends
of the ports must be milled at an
angle. To accomplish this, there is a
second air cylinder at the back of
the machine which is utilized to feed
the work-drum endwise in addition
to the backward and forward motion
obtained by the star-shaped cam
action.
The machine operates continually,
lS.ding and unloading being manu-
ally accomplished at the successive
stations as they are presented in
front of the operator. Five machines
Sf this type, each equipped with a
special workholding fixture designed
for a specific size and shape of blade,
are used to turn out turbine blades
in the large quantities required by
the marine production program.
The sides of the large turbine
(Continued on Page 24)
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A WELCOME HAND TO BELL
SYSTEM WAR VETERANS
Some day we shall have the pleasure of welcoming back to the Bell Sys-
tem the men and women who are now in the armed forces.
We shall be glad to see them personally, glad of their skill and energy
for the big tasks which face the Bell System in the future.
Trained men and women of vision and energy will always be required
to build and maintain this country's nation-wide telephone system — and
to provide the best telephone service in the world.
BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
• "Service to the Nation in Peace and War
,'

















Edited By HOWARD FREERS,
Harry E. Lewis, e.e., has
been transferred to San
Francisco from Schenec-




(Oct.) James L. John-
ston, e.e., has taken a
position with Carbon and
Carbide Corporation at Oak Ridge,
Tenn.
Birth
George H. Kesler, ch.e., '42,
Heminway Medal, announces the
birth of a daughter, Sandra Jean,
on November 29 at Port Arthur,
Texas.
Deaths
Dr. Alonzo J. Hammond, c.e., '89,
Heminway Medal, died December 2,
1944 in the Hotel Claridge, Wash-
ington, D. C. Dr. Hammond was a
life member of the Board of Man-
EDW. S. LAMMERS
PAINT & GLASS CO.
1201 Wabash Ave.
C-2226
D and H LAUNDRY
and
ODORLESS DRY CLEANING
C-6901—C-6228 12th & Chestnut




YOUR STORY IN PICTURE LEAVES NOTHING UNTOLD
agers of Rose Polytechnic Institute.
He was president of the American
Society of Civil Engineers in 1933
and of the American Engineering
Council in 1940-41. In 1943, he was
vice president of the American In-
stitute of Consulting Engineers, and
in the same year the American
Society of Civil Engineers conferred
honorary membership on him.
Funeral services were held in South
Bend.
Mason Galloway, m.e., '90, died
June 1, 1944 at San Jose, California.
William H. Hazard, m.e., '04, died
December 12, 1944 at Chicago, Illi-
nois.
Recent Vtors
'12 William W. Reddie, e.e.,
Heminway Medal.
'34 Jack H. Keller, c.e., with
honors
42 Lieutenant Donald D. Logs-
don, m.e.
'43 (Feb.) Edward E. Richard-
son, e.e
'43 (Oct.) James F. Murphy,
m.e.
'44 James W. Torr, c.e.
ex-'44 John W. Martin.
As you have undoubtedly noticed
the length of this column is less than
usual. This is due to the shortage
of information concerning the ac-
tivities of the alumni. Therefore
notes on your activities, suitable for
publication in this column, would be







Over 40 Years Experience
Plumbing and Heating













LIKE SHOOTING FISH IN A BARREL . . . There
was a time when Jap Zeros could "sit in the sun"
and come in with guns blazing — protected from our
gunners by blinding sunlight. Not long ago, they
had an unpleasant surprise. U. S. Army and Navy
gunners now have a new Westinghouse gunsight
lamp that lets them fire with deadly accuracy—di-
rectly into the sun. Formerly, our gunners could aim
within only 15 degrees of the sun, leaving a dreaded
"blind spot". This has now been removed —and,
with it, a lot of Japs.
Lamps of 10,000 different types, using from 1,10th to 10,000 watts— incandescent,
fluorescent, infrared, ultraviolet lamps, produced at the rate of about 1,000,000
units daily — lamps for seeing, for heating, for fighting disease — wherever
you see the Westinghouse Mazda Trade Mark, you'll find top quality!
DAVY JONES could find good use for this
1000-watt sea salvage lamp. Inside are
loose grains of tungsten which the diver con
whirl against the glass to scour off cloud-
ing particles emitted by the filament.
SELF-CONTAINED SUN LAMP, developed
by Westinghouse, produces comfortable
warmth with infrared, as well as beneficial
ultraviolet rays. Mercury vapor, electrodes,
reflector, and incandescent filament are
sealed in a reflector bulb of special glass,
which screws into any lamp socket.
CEILING, 2000 . . . Vital "ceiling" infor-
mation is provided for American fliers by
olidade sighting device, which "draws a
bead" on a cloud — illuminated by giant
Westinghouse searchlight. Height is read
directly in hundreds of feet.
HAM AN' . . . New sealed-beam landing
lights for army bombers are so powerful
that a Westinghouse engineer actually
cooked a meal on the surface of an up•
turned lens. Infrared rays did the trick.
MAXIMUM "SEE-ABILITY" is provided by
Westinghouse 3-kilowatt mercury lamps —
in blimp hangars, airplane factories, steel
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the initiation of the
following men:
Gene Glass, Ned
Koonmen, Charles Kessler, Arnold
Hannum, Gordon Hayes, Keith Sut-
ton, Bill Parks, and Carl Hildebrand.
The traditional hell week was con-
cluded on December 8 and the ini-
tiation was held at two o'clock Sun-
day, December 9. The chapter at-
tended the First Baptist Church in a
body that morning. Alpha Tau
Omega extends its congratulations
to these men and formally welcomes
them into the folds of the chapter.
The initiation was the closing of
another successful year for Alpha
Tau. During this year we have taken
nine new men into the chapter while
losing about fifteen; however we
are looking forward to another year
of continued campus activity with
assurance of keeping the chapter as
active as is possible under the pres-
ent circumstances.
Alpha Tau Omega extends to the
faculty and students of Rose a most
sincere wish for a very prosperous
New Year.
Lambda Chi Alpha
On December 7, 1944,
Theta Kappa Zeta elect-
ed officers for the period
from December 13, 1944
to July 1, 1945. The results of this
election are as follows: Fred Maien-
schein, High Alpha; Ted Blickwedel,
High Gamma; Eugene Broemmel-
siek, High Tau. The installation
ceremony was conducted on Decem-
bem 13. These new officers have
been imbued with the responsibili-
ties of their respective offices, and
we expect them to carry on the
affairs of the chapter in an efficient
manner.
The chapter regrets the loss of
Brother Charles J. Bashe, former
High Alpha, who left Saturday, De-
cember 16, for duty with the U. S.
Navy. We feel, however, that our
loss is the Navy's gain. On Thursday,
December 14, the fellows held a
farewell party for Brother Bashe.
After "boot" camp, he will enter
Naval Radio Technician training for
which he qualified by passing an
exam prior to induction.
Brother William Mitchell, who
graduated in June, 1944, also left
recently for service with the Navy.
After graduation and before induc-
tion, Bill served with the National
Advisory Council on Aeronautics in
Cleveland. Good luck Boys! The best












Evansville. These men were initiated
at an impressive initiation ceremony
held Sunday, December 10, 1944.
The chapter extends its heartiest
congratulations to these new men.
The chapter has had several visi-
tors during the past few weeks in-
cluding, Ensign Jim Murphy and
Mrs. Murphy, Ensign Jim Tor, 5-1/c
Max Lindley, and Brother Bob
Penno. Brother Penno was at the
house for intitiation and the recent
dinner.
A dinner was held by the chapter
Saturday, December 16, at Louise's
honoring its two graduating seniors,
Brothers Kays and Stringfellow. At
that time Brothers Kays and String-
fellow distributed their respective
collections of junk which they had
collected during their years at Rose.
ble, Winslow;
The chapter is sorry to lose these
men and we wish them the best of
luck.
Following the dinner, a stag was
held at the house. As has been said
after every stag, this one was the
best yet. This time we really mean
it.
Brother Wehle has honored the
chapter by putting his pin on Miss
Jane Olander of Aberdeen, S. D.
Incidentally, the chapter is going to
miss Brother Wehle as he leaves for
the navy early this year. The best
of luck, J. P.
And last, but certainly not least,
the chapter wishes a Happy New
Year to all its alumni and friends.
RESEARCH DEV.
(Continued from Page 13)
ing used for many important war
projects which cannot be revealed
for security reasons. However, G-E
engineers feel it has an almost un-
limited number of peacetime appli-
cations where air and gas flow
problems are encountered.
When photographs of very rapidly
changing conditions are made, an
extremely brief duration of exposure
is necessary to show detail. In this
technique such a limitation is over-
come by use of a newly developed
electronic device which not only
supplies the illuminating flash at the
right instant, but also give an ex-
posure duration so brief that light
from the flash has time to travel
only a thousand feet.
According to the G-E engineers
who developed the ultrahigh speed
equipment, two types of apparatus
may be used, the Schlieren method
and the Shadowgraph method.
Shadowgraphs are made by using
nothing more than a film holder, the
disturbance to be studied and a
spark light source with extremely
sensitive controls. In the Schlieren
method, photographs are made with
a highly specialized type of optical
(Continued on Page 22)
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Super-FM Soundproofs the Air
• THUNDERSTORMS charge the atmosphere with
static . . . man-made static may also cause inter-
ference on the standard broadcast waves . . . but
listeners to FM (Frequency Modulation) hear
each musical note or spoken word as clearly as
though in a sound-proof auditorium. Using very
high frequencies—tiny wavelengths—FM brings
perfection into radio reception under all atmos-
pheric conditions.
For many years, RCA Laboratories have had a
constant interest in the technical development of
FM. Research in this field continues, but most of
it is related to the war effort and is of a military
nature . . . Prior to the war RCA manufactured
and sold FM broadcast transmitters. After the
war RCA will manufacture and sell a complete
line of FM transmitters as well as high-quality
super-FM receivers, utilizing a new type of circuit.
When peace comes RCA will use its background
of experience and engineering facilities in the
broadcast transmitter and receiver fields, to build
the type of apparatus broadcasters will need and
receiving sets which will reproduce all broadcast
programs with utmost realism and tonal quality.
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA LABORATORIES -PRINCETON • NEW JERSEY
RCA




Listen to RCA's "The Music America Loves Best"—Sunday, 4:30 P.M., E.W.T., over the NBC Network BUY WAR BONDS EVERY PAY DAY *
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system which requires infinitely fine
adjustment and manipulation.
Shadowgraphic pictures show only
the boundary conditions between
regions of sharp variations in density
or pressure, such as the difference
existing between the air encased
in a toy balloon and the air when
it is escaping. In the Schlieren tech-
nique, however, where the sensi-
tivity is many times greater, gradual
variations can be better recorded as
they occur throughout the region
being investigated. Thus if disturb-
ances of a minor nature are to be
recorded, such as that of breath
coming from the nostrils, Schlieren
apparatus is used.
Either system may be employed
to photograph sound waves or shock
waves, provided a sufficiently short
photographic exposure can be ob-
tained. If strong disturbances, such
as shock conditions in a high-
velocity air jet, are to be studied,




Developed by the pair of young
G-E engineers working in partner-
ship for more than two years, the
ultra-high speed photographic equip-
ment necessitated the invention of
special electronic devices and a great
deal of refinement of existing optical
techniques. By enabling more pre-
cise analysis of conditions invisible
to the naked eye, these develop-
ments promise to make a major
contribution to the world of to-
morrow.
Invisible Searchlight Beams
Ultraviolet screens of dark purple
glass are used by the Signal Corps
to transform searchlight beams into
invisible light. Used in connection
with cloud height finding devices,
these screens filter out all visible
light from the tiny but powerful
match-shaped mercury lamp, which
operates at so high a temperature
that it must be constantly aircooled.
The screen sometimes reaches tem-
peratures far exceeding that of boil-
ing water, and is therefore built in
small panes to localize shock caused
by exterior temperature changes.
The complete cloud height deter-
mining system, which consists of a
ceilometer, light projector and spe-
cial recorder, was designed by the
U. S. Weather Bureau in conjunc-
tion with General Electric illuminat-
ing engineers. The invisible beam is
shot up to the cloud base by the
projector. The ceilometer, actually a
photoelectric scanning device, indi-
cates the location of energy reflected
from the cloud base. The ceiling
height is then computed by triangu-
lation.
Electroplating of Metals
Two holdouts among metals de-
fying electroplating, one of the most
useful of engineering tools, have at
last capitulated to Westinghouse
engineers. Beryllium and tantalum
do not respond to usual electroplat-
ing techniques. Methods have been
found for plating beryllium and tan-
talum from fused bath salts. Tan-
talum-plated anodes in vacuum
tubes offer possibilities of low sec-
ondary emission, and as an absorber
(getter) of stray gases.
Louisville Bridge & iron
Company
Incorporated 1865
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Glass like ribbon candy...
WHAT do you think of 
this?" said
the research physicist, hauling out
a longwide flexible ribbon of glass as thin
as paper. He shook it and it bent and rat-
tled like rain on a roof.
"What's it for?" said the fellow who
writes these ads. "Well," said the physi-
cist,"it may have a lot of uses.We haven't
had time to explore them all yet. But one
we've already found is in wartime radio
equipment."
This interesting new type of glass is just
one of the many contributions of glass
research to the war. For the glass indus-
try has thrown its entire accumulated ex-
perience, engineering and research facili-
ties, into the job of putting glass on the
fighting and industrial fronts where it
can hurt our enemies most.
War and Corning research have put glass
in a lot of strange places. For instance,
there was a time when almost all piping
in chemical plants was alloy of one kind
or another. Now chemical people have
discovered that glass piping is bet-
ter for many purposes, and Corning .
has even developed a method for
welding it into continuous lengths.
What about the business you choose to
follow? Perhaps someday glass can re-
place metals, speed production, improve
products for you. It has for others, and
Corning knows how to apply glass to
many different problems. Keep it in mind.







Features of All Chrome Clad Tapes:
• Easy to Read Markings that Are Durable.
(Jet black on satin chrome white surface.)
• Line Resists Rust, Being Chrome Plated.
(Has hard, smooth surface, easily kept clean.)
• Line is Extra Strong.
(Being built up by platings.)
Write for Catalog No. 12 and See Your Dealer.
/uFirny
PRECISION TOOLS • TAPES • RULES




(Continued from Page 16)
blades are milled on a Fitchburg
duplex straddle-milling machine.
These blades are forged entirely of
stainless steel. The blade is actually
clamped in the fixture against its
curved contour, being seated on
blocks that fit the concave side of
the blade section, while upper
clamps fit down over the convex
side. End-mills, 31/, inches in diam-
eter, are used in this operation. The
tolerance on the width of the base
is plus or minus 0.0015 inch. One
blade is always left in the work-
fixture when the job is completed
to aid in the accurate location of the
first blade of a succeeding job.
HIGH OCTANE FUEL
(Continued from Page 8)
ior blending agent. Besides having
high antiknock qualities, it improves
the performance of engines especial-
ly when it contains a small amount
of Ethyl. The present price, however,
is several dollars a gallon.
By use of these blending agents
in connection with straight run and
catalytically cracked base stocks and
Ethyl, we have achieved a miracle
of production. We now produce over
500,000 barrels of aviation fuel daily
which has an octane rating of 100
and over. This certainly has been
one of the contributing factors in the
many victories being won by our
air forces.
Testing Motors at 30,000 rpm.
The creation of small high-speed
motors for airplanes has been going
forward at a rapid pace under the
impetus of war. To help analyze the
performance of such machines,
small-motor designers have built
their own test dynamometer. In the
past, dynamometers suitable for test-
ing motors and generators at speeds
a
Bresett Grocery Co., Inc.
Wholesale and Retail
12th and Wabash C-6051
Free Delivery
up to 20,000 rpm have not been
available. Performance of some high-
speed motors of conventional design
has been determined reasonably well
by extrapolation of curves based on
data obtained at slower speeds and
on one or two spot checks obtained
by driving high speed fans of known
characteristics. But the performance
of the new types of airplane motors
needs to be obtained with precision
from actual tests.
The new high-speed dynamometer
is capable of testing machines of
1/100 to 3% hp, and is frequently
operated at speeds up to 25,000 rpm.
It has been run as fast as 30,000
rpm. With aircraft motor needs so
great, no attempt has been made to
determine whether it can be safely
run at higher speeds. The dynamo-
meter is of the conventional cradle
type, bbut uses special low-loss steel
in the armature and embodies every
known expedient to provide high
bursting strength. It is strictly a
laboratory instrument; commercial
models will not be available.
"Hell, yes," said the devil picking
up the phone.
—1937
Many a man looks down at the
heel, but simply because there's a
trim ankle just above it.
—1936
Hunter, Gillum& Streeter, Inc.
GENERAL INSURANCE—BONDS
Phone C-1400












MEN HAVE LIVED forty days without
food—perhaps even longer. They have
gone several days without water—and
lived. But without sufficient oxygen, life
is snuffed out in a matter of minutes.
Normally, a person obtains plenty of
oxygen by breathing air. But following
bomb blasts, shock from battle wounds,
heart attacks, during severe cases of pneu-
monia, -and after major operations, addi-
tional quantities of oxygen may be pre-
scribed. The treatment is known as oxy-
gen therapy.
The breathing of extra oxygen also is
required by all fivers in the rarefied at-
mosphere of high altitudes. The study
of this use is contributing important data
to that which the medical profession's
continuing research has made available
on the clinical use of oxygen.
The LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY,
a Unit of UCC, is devoted to the pro-
duction of oxygen. Every cylinder of
Linde Oxygen, even Linde Oxygen for
industry, conforms to the purity stand-
ards of the United States Pharmacopoeia
—and is therefore suitable for human
consumption.
Oxygen therapy, once used as a last resort,
is now routine early treatment. It should be
welcomed by patient and family as an oxy-
gen mask is welcomed by a flyer.
Civilian and military physicians and
nurses and others are invited to send for
booklet P-1, "Oxygen Therapy Handbook"
which describes generally the types of
equipment with which oxygen is adminis-
tered.
SOME WAYS IN WHICH OXYGEN
IS ADMINISTERED
IN AN EMERGENCY Linde Oxygen U.S.P. can
be obtained from garages, welding shops
and industrial plants.
IMPORTANT: All U.S.P. oxygen must un-
dergo extra drying procedures before it can
be used for high altitude flying.
BUY UNITED STATES WAR BONDS AND STAMPS
UNION CARBIDE AND CARBON CORPORATION
30 East 42nd Street FR! New York 17, N. Y.
Principal Units in the United States and their Products
ALLOYS AND METALS—Electro Metallurgical Company, Haynes Stellite Company, United States Vanadium Corporation
CHEMICALS- Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Corporation ELECTRODES, CARBONS & BATTERIES- National Carbon Company, Inc.
INDUSTRIAL GASES AND CARBIDE-The Linde Air Products Company, The Ozweld Railroad Service Company, The Prest-O-Lite Company, Inc.
PLASTICS- Bakelite Corporation
Our idea of a dirty trick would
be to throw a couple of pennies at
September Morn and tell her to
catch one in each hand.
—1931
Kolinsky, Jr.: "Here's the garbage
man, father."




I smoke cigars. Yesterday I found
a pipe on the piano, should I suspect
another man is visiting my wife?"
—Suspicious Sammy
Dear Suspicious Sammy:
Oh no. The pipe may have blown
in the window.
—1934
Willie: "Say Pop, did you go to
Sunday School when you were a
boy?"
Father: "Yes son, regularly. Never
missed a Sunday."
Willie: "Well, I'll bet it won't do
me any good either."
—1934
Oh, what keeps every joke editor
From breaking under the strain?
Oh, what keeps each poor joke editor
From becoming quite insane?
Oh, what keeps the joke editor
From softening of the brain-
Nothing.
—1938
Young Girl (peering out of her
berth on a sleeper spying a young
man down the aisle) : "Sir, have
you the time?"





"What have you done?" St. Peter
asked,
"That I should admit you here?"
"I edited a Joke Page," I gravely
said,
"Of my college for one long year."
St. Peter pityingly shood his head
And quietly touched the bell.
"Come in, poor thing, select a
harp,
You've had your share of hell."
—1938
A little boy and his mother were
walking down Fifth Avenue in New
York. The little boy was looking at
the skyscrapers. Turning to his
mother he said, "Are there sky-
scrapers in heaven?"
His mother replied: "No dear,
engineers build skyscrapers."
—1939
A small boy recently told this
one: "Papa and mama painted some
real pretty Easter eggs for sis, and
hid them in the hen house so she
wouldn't find them. Then old Cocky,
the rooster, came along and took
one look, dashed over the fence into
the next yard, and kicked the day-




sure he was intoxi-
"No, sir, not positive, but his wife
said he brought home a manhole
cover and tried to play it on the
victrola."
—1935
A censor is a lovely man—
I know you think so too:
He sees three meanings in a joke—
When there are only two!
—1937
Edited by PETE LEE, jr., m.e.
"I draw the line at kissing,"
She said in accents fine;
But he was a football hero,
So he crossed the line.
—1937
SAME OLD STORY
"May I come in?" he said. "It's
the room I had when I was in col-
lege in '19."
"Yes sir," he said, lost in reverie.
"Same old room. Same old windows.
Same old view of the campus. Same
old closet."
He opened the door. There stood
a girl much embarrassed. "This is
my sister," I said.
"Yes, sir. Same old story!"
—1935
Cheer up freshmen, there must
have been dumber guys than you at
some time or other, else where did
the juniors come from?
—1934
"How did your tulip bulbs come
up this spring?"
"With the assistance of the neigh-
bor's Airdale."
—1937
The only time a fellow can ever
be seen with a girl on one arm and
a blanket on the other is at a foot-
ball game.
—1937
I guess they call a sailboat "she"
because it makes a better showing
in a breeze—.
—1938
Gracie: "Were you entertaining a
man in your room last evening?"




CLEANING STEEL with BRUSHES of FLAME
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AIR REDUCTION SALES COMPANY
MAGNOLIA AIRCO GAS PRODUCTS CO.
NATIONAL CARBIDE CORPORATION
PURE CARBONIC, INCORPORATED
THE OHIO CHEMICAL & MFG. CO.
WILSON WELDER & METALS CO., INC.
Without paint protection, the strongest exposed steel structures
would eventually succumb to rust. Now modern flame-cleaning
makes paint cling closer to steel, forming a better, longer-lasting
shield against corrosion. It speeds repainting by rapidly cleaning
and dehydrating the surface to receive the priming coat.
This process is one of many advanced metal-treating methods fos-
tered by Air Reduction. Valuable sIi4 11!.1 niethods promise
even greater usefulness when peace (1tI11I1.
* BUY UNITED STATES WAR BONDS *
AIR REDUCTION
60 EAST 42nd STREET • NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
OXYGEN, ACETYLENE AND OTHER ATMOSPHERIC GASES • GAS WELDING AND CUTTING APPARATUS • CALCIUM CARBIDE
ARC WELDING MACHINES AND SUPPLIES • CARBON DIOXIDE • -DRY ICE- • ANAESTHETIC AND THERAPEUTIC GASES AND APP.ARATUS
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Engineering Applied
A great many students in the technical colleges of this country have not
learned that the true value of an education lies in the ability to apply it. A
man's worth to the world is measured by his knowledge, personality, and
capacity for work. It therefore might seem strange that engineers employed
in purely engineering professions comprise only a small percerltage of the
number of engineering graduates. This is a definite indication that the value
of an engineering background does not lie wholly in a technical field. Most
successful graduates, no matter what their positions in industry may be, admit
that their time spent in seeking a degree in engineering had a great influence
upon their lives. This is true of salesmen, managers, executives, politicians,
and independent business men. These men agree that their college years
taught them how to use their time and energy to the best advantage in their
work and in their associations with fellow workers. They will also admit that
some of these developments did not appear until long after their graduation.
The average engineering student is not aware of the excellent training a
college has to offer that will develop his personality and influence his life.
The informal chats with classmates, social and fraternal life, and the participa-
tion in extra-curricular activities are all a part of college that is naturally
accepted without the realization that it helps to build character.
What is the purpose of a college education? Is it to memorize book
knowledge, or is it to learn how to apply book knowledge in a practical way?
The quicker a student can visualize the requirements of an employer—that he
is not looking for a bookworm but for a man with the essential qualities for
leadership—the better are his chances to succeed. While at school there is
a tendency for students to overlook the true purpose of college training—the
development of character and personality, the attainment of knowledge, and
the most importance purpose, the development of ability to apply that
knowledge.
The average student is rather short-sighted in his outlook of the future.
He expects and prepares for a position after graduation for which his technical
training will be required. The future that the student does not see is the
success or lack of success which will follow in later years. A great many
positions offered to graduate engineers can lead to administrative work. The
more successful an engineer becomes the greater are his problems in manage-
ment and the control of personnel. A student should prepare now for the
future. He should study himself, analyze his shortcomings and attempt to
correct them before he steps into the world as an engineer. College students
are fortunate in that they have an ideal chance to analyze themselves and
their classmates and from this determine the human characteristics that aid
or hinder success.
A.W,K.
RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING KEEP GENERAL ELECTRIC YEAEP, AHEAD
JET PROPULSION
QUICK on the take-off, prompt in answering the throttle, the jet-propelled plane has perhapsopened a revolutionary chapter in aviation. The P-59A Airacomet, built by Bell Aircraft, is
the first American version--a single-seater, high-altitude fighter.
The engines were developed by General Electric from an original British design. The AAF
assigned the job in 1941, and six months later the first jet engine in America, an aircraft gas
turbine, was on test.
There's no propeller reaction to a high velocity discharge of gases drives the plane forward.
It's a practical application of Newton's law that "to every action there's an equal and opposite
reaction."
The engine has only one main moving part. Air is taken into the engine, compressed, and after its
temperature is increased by burning fuel, hot gases are discharged through a tailpipe nozzle. When
these gases push in one direction, the plane moves in the other.
GIANT
THE new two million-volt X ray is the first onethat can penetrate twelve inches of steel, and it
can radiograph eight inches of steel 78 times as fast as
the powerful million-volt units now on war jobs.
High voltage is supplied by a resonance trans-
former, a development of General Electric. Unlike
the usual transformer, this has no iron core, and the
X-ray tube is placed at its axis.
Since the new unit is strong enough to operate
something like three feet away from the object,
defects show on the film (behind the steel) in their
actual size.
PHYSICS PLUS--
FOR a successful career in industrial physics a lotdepends on a good background in English and
chemistry. At least that's the opinion of Dr. Saul
Dushman, assistant director of the G-E Research
Laboratory.
This doesn't mean that a physicist has to be a
"wielder of $64 words" or an orator on the side, but
he'll go farther and get along better if he knows how
to express himself clearly and correctly in his own
language. And because he'll be working with newer
and more complex materials, he'd better take chemistry
too, says Dr. Dushman all he can get. General
Electric Company, Schenectady 5, New York.
Hear the General Electric radio programs: "The G-E All-girl Orchestra" Sunday 10
p.m. EWT, NBC— "The World Today" news, every weekday 6:45 P.m. EWT, CBS.
The best investment in the world is in this country's future. Keep all the Bonds you Buy.
GENERAL 6 ELECTRIC
TH E TIME IS NOW Start right, swing your
partner and catch the beat . . .
ONE — for Real Mildness
TWO — for Cooler Smoking
THREE — for Better Taste
One-two-three and your smoking pleasure's complete.
ENJOY CHESTERFIELD'S RIGHT COMBINATION * WORLD'S BEST TOBACCOS
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